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Introduction 

The Conversational Desktop explores the use of speech inpu t~ou tpu t  technologies for 
machine mediated voice communication in an office and telecommunications environment. 
Central t o  this work is an interface design which models several aspects of human conver- 
sational behavior. These include the ability to  carry on a dialog to  resolve ambiguous in- 
put,  the  ability t o  apply syntactic and acoustical context to the progress of the conver- 
sation. and sensitivity on the part of the machine to  when i t  is being addressed by human 
voice. The latter is particularly relevant in an environment in which speech is being used 
for a variety of purposes. such as audio memos. speaking over a telephone, and alarm func- 
tions. in addition t.o the command channel to  control the machine. 

Earlier work had demonstrated the utility of dialog based on syntactic analysis as an ap- 
proach to  coping with recognition errors [Schmandt 82 . although the parser used was hard 
coded for the particular application and extensible only in design. The Phone Slat%& 
'Schmandt 83.  Schmandt 85 successfully exploited people's willingness to  participate in a 

computer driven conversation. but it was a fairly p a s s i ~ e  system which made little use of 
knowledge of other activities its owner was engaged in. This project attempts to  synthesize 
both of these approaches. 

The  En\- ironment  

This project is based on the concept of an integrated office workstation which combines the 
functions of a powerful personal computer and an intelligent telecommunications system. 
In addition to  conventional personal computer applications. this workstation is actually an 
active node on a digital network. It handles its onner's schedule. travel plans. telephone 
management and message taking. and e lent -ac t i~ated  audio memoranda or reminders. -4s 
w i l l  become clear. the more the workstation is cognizant of its owner's activities. the greater 
its abilitj- to make correct inferences about its own proper behavior in response to stimuli 
from the outside world. 

As a telerommunications node. we base this work on a vision of point-to-point communica- 
tion including simultaneous voice and data links: the latter need not be high speed. Thus. 
nodes are able to engage in joint activity requiring localized databases. such as scheduling 
meetings betjveen the owners of separate workstations or the intelligent handling of the 
control signals of a voice telephone connection. \!'hen one's workstation is instructed to 
"place a call to .Y, " it first makes a digital connection to X's workstation to  determine 
whether N ~ v i l l  take the call, and, if so: at what location (telephone n u m b e r )  to connect the 
voice link. Similarly: a digital connection to a process on another node is used to  negotiate 
meeting times between remote schedulers. 

Our implementation of the Conversational Desktop has been on Sun Micros)stems worksta- 
tions using Internet protocol on Ethernet hardware as the data link, and ordinary analog 
telephone connections as the audio link. With the tvolution of digital telephone exchanges 
and the provision for service protocols such as ISDS. it is reasonable t o  assume that the 
voiceldata channels will be available in an integrated telephone system in the not too dis- 
tant future. 



Each \vorkstation is equipped with a variety of speech peripherals, including recognition. 
synthesis. an digital record, playback harduare.  The devices actually used are con- 
figurable a t  run-time and the system will run. with reduced capability. with on];) a subset 
of them. T h e  main focus of this work. however. is the synergy of these speech technologies. 
particularly in a context which exploits voice in a range of interrelated and  interconnected 
tasks. 

T h e  workstation is designed to  be driven entirely by voice. engaging its owner in a conver- 
sation interleaved with transactions with remote nodes. The  repertoire of available opera- 
tions a t  the t ime of this writing includes: scheduling meetings ~ v i t h  individuals or groups. 
placing outgoing calls. taking incoming voice messages, and recording voice memos related 
t o  the above activities. The  incoming message taking is based on a conversational 
answering machine described previously as Phone Sla1.e. 

The  Desktop is inherent]!. conversational: dialog is used both as a stead! f l o ~  of feedback 
as kvell as a means of resolying ambiguities or errors on the part of the speech recognizer. 

The  output from a speech recognizer tends to  be very noisy. characterized by a combination 
of insertion. substitution. and undetected \+ord error.. I t  is necessar? to  build a robust par- 
ser t o  scan the output from the recognizer and build u p  a data  structure descritting 
knowledge of the input which can be used to generate dialog. Standard parsing techniques 
from the  natural language processing cornmunit? \Yinograd 83 are general]! inadequate. 
as the! are based on the assumption of correct input (usuall! txped) in the first place. 

The  solution emp1oj.ed is a context free grammar and parser based on the I'nix Y.4CC (J'et 
Another Compiler-Compiler) parser generator. Each token is an instance of a s!-ntactic 
class such as 'command-which-requires-a-date-and-time. The  parser takes output from the 
recognizer and runs all ordered substrings through YACC. ca l~ula t ing  a score at each node 
of the grammar.  skipping those which can be pruned in comparison \r.ith the current high 
score. For example, the string ABC' ~ o u l d  be parsed for .lRC'.  .4B-. -B<'. .4-('. .4--. -R- ,  --('. 

T h e  scoring metric reflects knowledge of the types of recognizer error; in connected speech. 
errors often come in bursts. as the result of incorrect segmentation decisions. J t  gives points 
for number of words recognized, ~ v i t h  bonuses for complete sentences and adjacent correct 
words. 

T h e  dialog which ensues is an at tempt  b> the machine t o  fill in gaps in the parse tree based 
on the parse with the highest score. Phrasing of the questions is critical for several reasons. 
The  dialog employs echoing techniques ;Hayes 83 to  implicitly confirm prior communica- 
tion. For  example. "Schedule o meeting with  alter at <mumble> "would trigger a query 
of " When do you tl'tsh to  meet with M'alier?". These questions are geared to\vard elicit ing 
single word responses wherever possible. as the) are much more likely t o  be recognized. 

Another aspect of the conversational ability of the  system is its method of taking incoming 
phone messages. Callers are greeted by a recorded voice which asks a series of questions. 
recording each one. while an adaptive pause detection algorithm triggers the nest quer!.. 
T h e  answers t o  questions such as  "W'ho's calling please?". "W'hat's this i n  rejcrence toy" 



and "At  what number can you be reached" are recorded into individual sound files. This 
sequence of recordings provides a context or handle on the content of the audio data .  Even 
without recognizing any of the  words in the answer t o  the "M'ho's calling please?" ques- 
tion, the machine knows it is appropriate to  play this segment when its owner asks "M-ho 
l e f t  messages?" 

Through a variety of cues. especially eye contact. a person in a small group can determine 
when the speaker is addressing them in particular. M'e wish t o  apply similar techniques t o  
speech recognition so that the computer can determine when it is being addressed. as  op- 
posed to  the telephone or someone else in the office. 

T o  facilitate this. we have assigned spatial orientation t o  the system: the computer is as- 
signed the direction of the o\vneras right. and the telephone the left. The  system display. 
which shows calendar entries and phone message status.  along ivith the loud speakers 
through which the Desktop talks. are both situated on the right side of the office. The  
'telephone' is a hands-free arrangement using the head mounted microphone for input and 
a speaker for output to the left side of the office. 
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Audio paths in the Con\.ersat ional Desktop. showing the spatial orient at ion of 
devices. 

A pair of microphones placed behind the user determines the direction towards M hich the 
person is speaking. The  microphone receiving the minimum signal when speech is detected 
in the head-mounted (recognizer) mike is in t he  opposite direction of the voice addressing. 
Microphones were placed t o  the rear t o  take advantage of the  greater direction sensiti\ it! 
based on the radiational characteristics of the  human head jFlanagan 60:. Hardware and 
software running on an IB3l PC communicate this information t o  the Sun Workstation. 

The  same hardware also controls noise-free ramped switches which direct audio to various 



devices in the room. When the computer speaks, either by playing a recording or through 
the text-to-speech synthesizer. input t o  the recognizer is disabled t o  prevent spurious recog- 
nition. Recognit ion output  is parsed only when speech is being transmitted in the  direct ion 
of the  recognizer. While speaking on the  phone. the owner may have a private conversation 
with his Desktop by turning t o  the  right: as  soon as speech is detected in this direction. 
audio input t o  the  telephone connection is temporarily disabled. 

Context 

T h e  direct,ion-sensing microphones are also used t o  detect background noise (defined as sig- 
nal present with no  speech on the owner's headmounted microphone) which alerts the sys- 
tem to  the presence of other humans in the office. This background speech present signal is 
used for a class of operations characterized b> knowledge of the acoustical context of events 
occurring in the domain of the Desktop system. 

\Then i t  is t ime t o  play an audio reminder. for example. the system first checks this signal 
and can postpone the reminder until a time when the owner is alone in his office. In 
general. the system follo\vs the  rule of not interrupting 11 hen the OM ner is engaged in some 
detectable activity: future \s.ork will a t tempt  to  prioritize current and alarm events. It will 
not. for example. interrupt the owner for a phone call during other activity: instead. i t  

automatically takes a message. 

The  more the  system knows about its owner's activities. the more it can take ad\-antage of 
context t o  understand speech input and guide its activities. S e ~ e r a l  examples relate to  
telephone conversations. While engaged in a call. the command "Schedule both o/ u s  a 
meetzng"refers to  the owner plus the party on the other end of the connection: the system 
knons ~ v h o  this is. as  it originated the  call in the first place. 

\l'hen the okvner tells the Desktop "I a m  going out to lunch", it knoivs to automaticall>. 
replhce the current outgoing a n s ~ . e r i n g  machine message with the "out to  lunch" one. 

In a similar vein. system activities may be triggered by external events. Audio reminders 
can be recorded by a sequence like " M'hen I talk to Barry remind me to ... ". .4lthough the 
system then performs no recognition on the bod!- of the reminder. i t  kn0Lr.s e n o u g h  about  i t  

t o  automatically remind the owner. bj. playing the speech file. when asked t o  "Place a call . . 
to Barry. . T h e  same reminder also gets played as part of the process of accepting an in- 
coming call from Barry. Reminders may be triggered tj  a telephone connection. a meeting 

. . 
about t o  occur. or  a directive such as " I  am going home. 

Future  \fyork 

Currently we are engaged in expanding the  capability of the Desktop in several wa1.s. 

T h e  first is added functionality, e.g., placing airline reservations, checking the state of the 
weather before the  owner sets off t o  bicycle home, etc. There is a wide range of electronic 
databases which the  Desktop can access over digital telephone connections t o  automatically 
update  local knowledge about  the  s tate  of the world and potentially alert the  owner. 

T h e  second is personalization. Several aspects of this are already in place. For example. 



each node's scheduler is driven b ]  a set of owner specific preferences: one person ma! set up 
preferences t o  avoid morning meetings, while another node may attempt t o  avoid an! 
meetings after five in the  evening. 

A more difficult challenge is t o  modulate preferences by some sense of the importance of 
the calling party.  For example. I would never meet a student before 10 AM, but m a j b e  
would come in early for an important visitor. Similarly, some incoming calls should inter- 
rupt  many of my activities. but most calls should (in my own preference) never interrupt a 
conversation with another person in the office. 
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